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Have we got a price for you
Online retailers know where you live… and they’re using that and more to decide what you should
pay.

Retailers can now home in on individual buyer
profiles. Picture: Getty Images

If the key to getting the best price is not showing the seller how keen you are, not revealing how much you can
really afford and not caring if you seem like a tightwad, you’ve just lost the advantage. Online businesses don’t
want you to know it, but they are using artificial intelligence to design ways of getting the top price from buyers –
based on the premise that the price no longer reflects what the seller thinks a product or service is worth but what
the seller thinks you will pay for it.

Most people are savvy to the idea of yield management, whereby airlines charge scores of different prices on the
same flight depending on when the fare was bought, how it was bought, how many people bought the fare, and
how popular the route is at that time of the year, week or day. Personalised pricing puts the Who into the Where,
What, When, How equation.

Interest in personalised pricing rose recently when it was revealed that Uber is experimenting with route-based
pricing. The idea is that a passenger travelling from Toorak to the city will pay more than someone who wants to
travel the same distance from, say, Brunswick to the CBD Centrelink office. Uber has argued that it’s not basing
fares on whether the passenger is likely to be wealthy, but that its algorithms are using AI to figure out high-
yielding routes. For the passenger, it amounts to the same outcome.

The focus has become even more intense with the announcement that Amazon will enter the Australian market.

“‘If Amazon enters our market and brings its technology here, then it will have a big impact,” says Dr Sven
Brodmerkel, a Bond University academic who works in AI and marketing.

Amazon is feared for its ability to combine retailing with technology. It has been experimenting with dynamic
pricing, based on time, location and customer profiles, for years.

While it is hiring a lot of economists, its merchandising algorithms remain a secret.

‘Amazon is feared for its ability to combine retailing with
technology’
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The combination of data, artificial intelligence, mobile technology and social media promises to solve the oldest
problem in the marketplace – getting the maximum price from every customer for every transaction. A McKinsey
report in 2014 concluded that 30 per cent of pricing decisions that companies make fail to deliver that optimum
price. It pointed out that a 1 per cent increase in prices translates to an 8.7 per cent increase in profits, and data can
help deliver that.

So far, attempts to recalibrate prices have been clumsy. A US retailer charged lower prices to online customers
who live near a bricks and mortar competitor. Computer suppliers charge home businesses a higher price than they
do big corporates. But with advances in AI, methods of discrimination are becoming more refined.

One of the more comprehensive studies of price discrimination was carried out by US data scientist Vijay
Erramilli, who found consumers searching for products were shown only upmarket versions of the product that
cost four times as much as the budget products shown to people searching from poorer suburbs.

He also found a US insurance company that based its online prices on whether the consumer was likely to
comparison shop. Those it deemed wouldn’t shop around were charged premiums 800 per cent higher than
standard and those they thought would shop around got 90 per cent off.

More sophisticated pricing programs are likely to come from the airline industry, where the tech group SITA is
said to be developing a customer-based pricing model, and from the insurance industry, which is moving towards a
pay-as-you-live model. Just last year a report done for MLC titled Big Data in Life Insurance urged insurers to
look to pay-as-you-live models where “health data can be used more effectively to target specific customer
segments and lead to the development of personalised insurance premiums”.

Another pricing expert, Jon Manning, says: “Price tags are disappearing across a range of goods and services –
especially airlines, hotels, rental cars and insurance – so the consumer has been trained to search out the best
prices. It doesn’t mean they’ll be happy about pricing that’s targeted at them.”

In effect, retailers have trained us to be savvy consumers and now they’re using the same information to make us
pay more.

The problem with the virtual swing tag, though, is that few know they are getting a different price from others; the
basis of discrimination might not be fair to consumers and the execution of pricing changes might breach collusion
laws. Most importantly, nobody knows when it’s going on.

“The thing is nobody really knows how much it’s going on,” says Brodmerkel. “At the moment, there are no
mechanisms that would allow people to know if it’s going on and my hunch is people won’t be happy when they
find out.”

But the biggest challenge to consumers and authorities will come when there are enough pricing algorithms to
effectively control the marketplace. The authors of Virtual Competition, Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice E. Stucke, last
year argued that pricing algorithms that trawl through market information to set prices might rig the market, even
without human intervention.

The premise is that if all algorithms are designed to maximise profits through prices, they will learn that price cuts
only prompt other algorithms to cut prices, so they will stop cutting prices altogether. Brodmerkel adds it would be
almost impossible for authorities to discover such collusion.

“Even if they did find out, retailers could say, it’s not us, we didn’t do it – it’s just the algorithms reacting and we
don’t have access to how they behave,” he says.

In the days when shopping was personal, a shopkeeper might say, “I have a special price for you.” In the days of
personalised pricing, that suddenly sounds Orwellian.


